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One who seeks to develop housing in Fagerstrand, must 
devote an equal attention to its landscape. Residing in 
between - in symbiosis, really - with nature is a sought-
after quality of living in Fagerstrand. Once, this might have 
rang true, but today, the increased housing densification 
pressure has put nature and the treasured natural 
landscape on the bottom of the agenda. Developers cut 
away big patches of trees, sweeping away the landscape 
to add housing. Not only disturbing the local biotope, but 
in fact, completely destroying it. Should development 
always equate to deforestation? The notion of building a 
cabin in the forest is currently lost - but not forgotten. It is 
no secret that Fagerstrand will undergo one of its biggest 
transformations in its history, and this, in a relatively 
short amount of time. Therefore, we enstore a ‘one tree, 
one house’ policy – ensuring that for every new house in 
Fagerstrand, a tree is planted instead of cut away. This gives 
the municipality a straightforward guideline when handling 
future developments – guaranteeing that densification will 
be paired with strengthened natural landscapes. Existing 
robust biotopes are enhanced further with native tree 
species and already existing residential areas benefit from 
added greenery. Here, the municipality plays a key role by 
i.a. organising bulk purchases and inviting residents to plant 
them in their respective gardens, rallying the community 
as a whole through this act. By actively aligning policy and 
permit practice with this ambition, Fagerstrand’s residential 
development is, by default, equivalent to a reforestation 
project.

There is more resilience to be found in strengthening 
existing centres, than forcing a place to become one. Today, 
one may assume that Skogheimkrysset is Fagerstrand’s 
centre. It often gets attributed this label because it’s the 
intersection between its most notable roads, but lacking 
spatial quality. Next to that, Fagerstrand is home to three 
schools, sports facilities, restaurants and even a padel 
club, all within a kilometre of Skogheimkrysset. But in the 
mental map, these services are not located in the centre. 
Fagerstrand can be understood as a multicentrality. These 
micro-centres have the potential to become part of a bigger 
system, but lack any interaction between them. To connect 
these different centralities, a new network of soft mobility 
is created: a promenade, strung along the most prominent 
amenities. Becoming a second nature for residents, the 
promenade ensures everyone can safely go from point A 
to point B to point C, through informal, secondary arteries 
only open to pedestrians and bicycles. In addition thereof, 
new developments will activate this network even further 
by encompassing public functions on their ground floor, like 
sports facilities, cultural centres or the local supermarket. 
A surplus of natural spaces alongside the path engenders 
casual, neighbourly encounters. It also serves as a green 
corridor, linking different biotopes to each other. As such, the 
promenade becomes a place of common good, where all are 
welcome and a tight-knit community emerges.

Fagerstrand has a rich industrial history, fleeting today, 
but to be re-activated tomorrow. The bustle of the past has 
left its marks on the shores of Fagerstrand, where visitors 
arriving by ship are greeted with enormous tanks on the 
cliffs and large-scale depots on the docks in front of it. 
The proximity to Oslo can play a big part in attracting new 
businesses to establish themselves in Fagerstrand. We 
choose to reconcile the industrial past with today’s housing 
needs by creating a mixed use development. Housing is 
stacked on a productive plinth, giving space to ateliers, 
craftspaces or workshops. In turn, these businesses can 
activate the now desolate docks into a bustling quay. On 
the rooftop of the ateliers – and in between the housing 
blocks – public functions are implemented, like sports 
fields or playgrounds. In addition, the existing tower on the 
docks is repurposed into a community centre, serving as a 
beacon. The bulk of the expected housing units can thus be 
concentrated towards the seaside, which in turn safeguards 
an enormous area of land from (residential) developments. 
The elevated area behind these developments – enclosed 
by Damveien – becomes a public park. Herein, remnants 
from Fagerstrand’s past remain visible as landmarks. Tanks 
are repurposed into viewpoints, linked by passerelles, or 
given back to Mother Nature, creating their own micro-
biotopes within their walls. Circular meadows within the 
park - created by tanks that have been taken away - become 
a place for reflection; and at times, a place to linger, reside or 
even party. Within the collective memory, these remnants of 
the past receive new meaning, generate different uses and 
transform into beacons of the current era.
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Lakeside housing
Compact dwelling typologies with 
views over the lake are clustered 
around a central pathway. Reforest!

Trees are (re-)planted all around the 
village and its promenade.

Remember!
re-imagining the vestiges of 

Fagerstrand’s industrial past.

The Docks
The quays are redeveloped into 
a bustling site with a mixed use 

programme. Bakkeløkka ungdomsskole
The entrance area of the school is 
transformed into a resilient valley 
landscape.

Skogheimkrysset
The crossing becomes an open 
space in the forest.

Reconnect!
A new promenade links Fagerstrand’s 
most important centres. It embraces 
the idea of multicentrality.
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landmark staircase
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follows the scale of the 
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transformed into 
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1. Fagerstrand’s development 
history and deforestation 
process
Fagerstrand has developed over 
the years on the flanks of the 
Oslofjord, between two small 
river valleys. The main road 
that connects Fagerstrand to 
Myklerud lies on the valley ridge. 
Like the rest of Nesodden’s 
landscape, the area around 
Fagerstrand is forested. Each 
residential area is surrounded by 
trees and even Skogheimkrysset 
feels like a road through the 
forest. The first inhabitants of 
Fagerstrand built their houses 
in the forest, the people lived 
with the forest, not next to it. 
In the second half of the last 
century new allotments were 
built by destroying forest. 
Trees systematically made 
way for houses. A third wave 
of urbanization followed in the 
early 21st century: housing 
projects wiped out nature 
and added (semi-)attached 
row houses. So far, building in 
Fagerstrand also immediately 
meant disgracing nature. In the 
future, Fagerstrand will not only 
be populated more densely, but 
also forested more densely with 
the one house, one tree policy.

First settlers
cabins in the woods

1900

urban sprawl
first deforestation

1980

extensive project
development

2010

reforest, reconnect, 
remember

2030

2. Developing on the scale of the 
forest
developing compact housing in 
a small-scale village requires 
design attention. In order to 
minimise footprints, we choose 
to create compact housing 
typologies who lend their scale 
from the forest, rather than from 
the existing detached housing. 

3. Skogheimkrysset revisited
Skogheimkrysset will be 
transformed into an open space 
in the forest. By rethinking 
the priority rules of the 
intersection, a safer crossing 
is achieved. The passing traffic 
coming from Lillerudveien or 
Drøbakveien loses its priority, 
and is thus slowed down. The 
central part of Drøbakveien 

between Fagerstrandbakken 
and Lillerudveien is designed 
with a median strip to maximise 
crossabilty for pedestrians. 
This system also generates an 
efficient solution for the bus 
stop.

First settlers: cabins inside the woods
1850

urban sprawl & first deforestation
1980

extensive project development
2010

1000 houses, 1000 trees
2030

1000 houses, 1000 trees
2030

REFOREST RECONNECT REMEMBER
The future of Fagerstrand and its developments encompasses three key ambitions at its core: ‘reforest’, 
‘reconnect’ and ‘remember’. First off, in parallel with housing development plans, strategies to enrich the 
surrounding landscapes deserve equal attention. Therefore, a ‘one tree, one house’ policy is proposed 
- ensuring that for every house planned, a tree is planted. Secondly, the project seeks to connect 
Fagerstrand’s most important amenities by embracing the concept of multicentrality. Existing centres are 
strung together by a promenade, intended for soft mobility. Finally, the remnants of Fagerstrand’s industrial 
past are reactivated into contemporary landmarks, where the revitalised docks form a beautiful symbiosis 
with the adjacent public Seaside Park.

scale clash between 
existing and new 

housing is to be avoided

today’s traffic 
priority rules 
result in an unsafe 
situation

rethinking the 
priority rules: 
perpendicular axes 
lose priority

the central axe 
becomes an open 
space in the forest

a median strip 
maximises 
crossability and 
provides a turning 
circle for buses

developing within the 
forest
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4. Number of housing units
The design proposal seeks to 
find a balance between the 
requested number of housing 
units and the capacity of 
Fagerstrand to receive them. 
Fagerstrand will need residential 
developments with a much 
higher population/area factor 
than the existing built urban 
fabric. In addition, the local 
collection of amenities will 
need to support this increase 
in housing units. After all, more 
inhabitants also means more 
schools, an increased need 
for recreational facilities. The 
following table gives a rough 
indication of the number of 
housing units in the current 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

proposal (based on a 100m2/unit 
standard), which can be adapted 
through the design process.

5. Implementation process
To implement this vision, we 
don’t need to wait until the 
first housing blocks emerge. 
The pre-development and 
post-development phases are 
at least equally important. In 
the pre-development phase, 
a reforestation policy can be 
drafted, the seaside park can 
be preserved and prepared 
to become a public amenity. 
Next to that, a strategic on-site 
mapping of the promade can 
occur through participating with 
the inhabitants of Fagerstrand. 

During the development phase, 
certain developments are 
prioritised, e.g. gatehouses 
are constructed before 
treehouses are constructed to 
ensure the spatial quality of 
the development. In the post-
development phase, attention 
should be devoted to managing 
the ongoing reforestation 
process and the further strategic 
planning of the promenade. New 
roles are defined: a (re)forester 
implements the reforestation 
policy, the participation 
ambassador monitors spatial 
processes in relation to 
Fagerstrand’s inhabitants,...

spatial 
processes

draft reforestation 
policy

walk for strategic 
on-site mapping of 

the promenade

participatory design 
ateliers with 

stakeholders and 
inhabitants

presentation and 
communication of 

design proposal

evaluation of 
implementation

the reforester manages 
the reforestation 

process

the participation 
ambassador keeps in 

touch with the 
inhabitants

preserve Damveien 
park

repurposing 
docks

gatehouses treehouses

actors, roles,
participation

pre-development development post-development

Docks (1)

Portside (2)

Lakeside (3)

Skog-heim (4)

footprint 
dimensions (m)

25x15

20x20

22x30

45x13

22x22

60x13-15

21x21

#levels

9

7

12

4,5

9

4

7

#buildings

5

3

1

3

4

3

8

#housing
units

132

72

73

62

165

74

230

504

(private)

304

(municipal)
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I can feel the breeze of the sea on my face, in the background I can 
hear a distant choir of seagulls and a startling sound announcing 
the ferry’s departure. It’s 2050 and I’m back in my hometown of 
Fagerstrand. The luscious trees of Seaside Park are beckoning me to 
come home… I’m going for a walk. It’s been a while, but I still remember 
everything - I grew up here.
 
There’s a pleasant bustle on the quays of Fagerstrand. I can peek 
a view into some ateliers which leave their doors wide open. The 
public space is shared between manufacturers and pedestrians, 
between bikes and forklifts. The depots in the plinth of the housing 
development of the seaside attracted a lot of businesses and 
craftsmen. In Fagerstrand, they are provided space to work, to invent 
or to craft, all with a direct link to the seaside, and thus Oslo. As I’m 
walking alongside the quay’s promenade, I pass a couple of boats 
unloading on the dock. Except for the odd forklift, there are no cars 
in sight. A service access serves every atelier from the backside, next 
to the cliffs, and as such, makes it possible to enjoy the quay as a 
common good, shared by multiple users. I already look forward to the 
weekly market on Sunday. Strung along the whole quay, the air will be 
filled with freshly caught fish and shouts from different stalls.
 
I make my way to one of Fagerstrand’s landmarks: the bright red, spiral 
staircase to the rooftops of the ateliers and further on, the park. The 
staircase preludes the promenade that makes the connection between 
the docks and the Seaside Park on top – and even further towards the 
village. I hesitate whether to take the elevator or the stairs but I rather 
climb up there myself – enjoying the ascent and the view every step 
of the way. My first stop is the rooftop of the ateliers, functioning as 
an extension of the public space of the quays. The laughter of children 
can already be heard when I’m halfway up. Here, there is plenty of 
space with playgrounds, sports fields, shared rooftop gardens, you 
name it. Enjoying the view and the absence of cars – free play ensues. 
I remember coming here when I was younger, walking through the park 
to get here. The next stairs are somewhat more strenuous for my legs, 
but I make it to the top eventually. A passageway strung up alongside 
the top level of the Community Tower opens up to the community 
center. It’s one of the remnants of Fagerstrand’s industrial past. The 
renovated building offers high ceilings, lots of light and an open plan to 
accommodate every event imaginable.
 
Further along the footbridge, while hanging above the cliff, I can hear 
the wind rustling through the trees. Seaside Park is beckoning me, 
and its green canopy immediately transports me to another landscape 
altogether. The park functions as a recreational, green lung for 
Fagerstrand. The decision to never build here anymore, but instead 
strengthening nature, resulted in a lush green space. The remnants 
of the industrial age – the tanks – stand as giants in the otherwise 
natural landscape. My promenade continues within the park, where 
one tank functions as a viewpoint towards the sea. Other tanks were 
opened up and left to grow their own intricate biotopes. Alongside the 
path, I cross some meadows in the forest, whose clear-cut circular 
shape indicate they’re not natural either. They’re another vestige from 
the past, marking the emplacement of tanks that aren’t there anymore. 
Nowadays, these meadows are used for events, such as open-air 
theatre performances or intimate concerts. In addition to that, the 
existing depots within the park’s ground have also been reconverted to 
shared, public functions – ensuring the park is vibrant every season.
 

walk   
along
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Our route takes us further, along one of Fagerstrand’s – somewhat 
recent – developments next to the port. An old parking lot was 
reconverted into a housing project. The topography of the plot is used 
as a means to collect surface water from the hills higher-up. The 
entrance of the buildings has a pond that acts as a rainwater buffer 
during heavy rainfall. What once felt as a desolate grey plain, is now 
framed by native tree species – which have grown tremendously since 
they were planted around 2030. The elongated ‘double-up’ housing 
from the project functioned as a model to densify Fagerstrand – where 
living in a duplex on top of each other, also created the space around 
the units to plant trees and give nature some space to grow too.
 
I continue my walk across the village I love so much. Here, 
passageways used solely by pedestrians or cyclists are the norm. 
This small-scale network of soft mobility is draped as a tapestry over 
the village, connecting its most prominent amenities or places of 
interest. I can daydream while making my way to our next destination: 
Skogheim. I heard that once this crossing was known as dangerous, 
but you wouldn’t tell today. Cars are slowed down on either ends of the 
junction, effectively showing that pedestrians reign over Skogheim. 
When I arrive, it feels like another meadow in the forest, with trees 
framing the view. I cross the junction. The lanes for cars are split on 
either side – cutting their fast-track flow. In the median strip run-off 
water is stored – utilising the infrastructure to lend Mother Nature a 
little hand. On the other side of Skogheim I see light emanating from 
one building. It’s beckoning me to come closer, like a lantern.
 
The smaller façade on the streetside was the prelude for the rest of 
the building: an elongated volume, similar to the ones we already saw 
near the seaside. Here, the frontside of the building functions as a 
gateway into the forest. Underneath the canopy people can park their 
bikes before heading into their homes. When I arrive, a small group of 
neighbours are chit-chatting away under the canopy. In the length of 
the building, the ground level is taken up by the local warehouse – and 
on top, stacked housing is surrounded by trees on either side. This 
type of ‘gatehouse’ is known around here – always linked to a public 
function on its ground level. There is one near to the school too, you 
should wander there sometimes. New sporting facilities have found 
their home there – as well as a sports field next door, open to all.
 
I feel the forest calling me – let’s continue. Our promenade leads me 
through a dense forest. Historic trees with thick trunks co-habit with 
newer planted trees from 20 years ago – and the reforestation still 
happens today. The municipality facilitates the process, so everyone 
is able to participate - which really brought the community closer 
as a whole. Speaking of - I can hear a small gathering of neighbours 
through the woods. The path takes a turn and there it is: our last stop. 
One of the small towers hidden within the forest, where one can really 
feel connected not only to nature, but to each other. A small cabin 
closeby hosts the impromptu neighbourly apéro I heard from afar. 
Laughter can be heard next to bird’s singing. I feel at home here.

Fagerstrand has always been known as a quaint village amidst nature, 
and we can still boast that same ambition today. Yes, we have grown, 
but our landscape has been strengthened as well along the way. We 
are proud of that fact, and will continue (to grow) as such.

Damveien Lakeside Svingen Svingen Dals VeiDamveien Park Skogheimkrysset
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GS922 Reforest, Reconnect, Remember 

 

Fremtiden til Fagerstrand og dens utvikling omfatter tre hovedambisjoner: reforest, reconnect og 
remember. Først og fremst, parallelt med boligutviklingsplaner, fortjener strategier for å berike det 
omkringliggende landskapet samme grad av oppmerksomhet. Derfor foreslås det et ‘ett tre, ett hus’ 
prinsipp. For det andre ønsker prosjektet å koble sammen Fagerstrands viktigste funksjoner ved å 
omfavne konseptet om multisentralitet. Eksiterende senter hektes sammen via promenaden, beregnet 
for myk mobilitet. Til slutt er minnene om Fagerstrands industrielle fortid reaktivert som dagsaktuelle 
landemerker, hvor den revitaliserte havnen gir en vakker symbiose med den offentlige Seaside Park.  

 

I fremtiden vil ikke Fagerstrand kun bli tettere befolket, men også tettere vegetert etter ‘ett tre, ett hus’ 
prinsippet. For å minimere fotavtrykk ble det valgt å utvikle kompakte boligtyper som tilpasser seg i 
størrelse etter skogen, heller enn de eksiterende eneboliger.  

Skogheimkrysset vil transformeres til en åpen plass i skogen. Ved å revurdere prioriteringen i krysset 
oppnås en tryggere overgang. Den passerende trafikken fra Lillerudveien eller Drøbakveien mister sin 
prioritet og hastigheten senkes derfor. Den sentrale delen av Drøbaksveien, mellom 
Fagerstrandbakken og Lillerudveien designes med en midtdeler for bedret overgang for gående. 
Systemet generer også en effektiv løsning for busstopp.  

Designforslaget søker å finne en balanse mellom ønsket antall boliger og kapasiteten på Fagerstrand. 
Konsentrasjonen av lokale funksjoner må også støtte opp om denne økningen i boliger 

For å iverksette denne visjonen må man ikke vente på det første boligprosjektet. Pre-utvikling- og 
post-utviklingsfasene er minst like viktige. I pre-utviklingsfasen kan en reskogings-politikk foreslås, 
parken ved sjøen kan bevares og forberedes for offentlige funksjoner. Ved siden av det, kan en 
strategisk on-site kartlegging av promenaden gjennomføres i samarbeid med beboerne på 
Fagerstrand. Gjennom utviklingsfasen kan visse prioriteringer gjøres, eg. rekkefølgen for utbebygging. 
I post-utviklingsfasen bør fokus rettes mot håndtering av avskoging og fremtidig strategisk planlegging 
av promenaden, og definering av nye roller.  

 

Walk along tekst 

I can feel the breeze of the sea on my face, in the background I can hear a distant choir of seagulls 
and a startling sound announcing the ferry’s departure. It’s 2050 and I’m back in my hometown of 
Fagerstrand. The luscious trees of Seaside Park are beckoning me to come home… I’m going for a 
walk. It’s been a while, but I still remember everything - I grew up here.  

There’s a pleasant bustle on the quays of Fagerstrand. I can peek a view into some ateliers which 
leave their doors wide open. The public space is shared between manufacturers and pedestrians, 
between bikes and forklifts. The depots in the plinth of the housing development of the seaside 
attracted a lot of businesses and craftsmen. In Fagerstrand, they are provided space to work, to 
invent or to craft, all with a direct link to the seaside, and thus Oslo. As I’m walking alongside the 
quay’s promenade, I pass a couple of boats unloading on the dock. Except for the odd forklift, there 
are no cars in sight. A service access serves every atelier from the backside, next to the cliffs, and as 
such, makes it possible to enjoy the quay as a common good, shared by multiple users. I already look 
forward to the weekly market on Sunday. Strung along the whole quay, the air will be filled with 
freshly caught fish and shouts from different stalls.  

I make my way to one of Fagerstrand’s landmarks: the bright red, spiral staircase to the rooftops of 
the ateliers and further on, the park. The staircase preludes the promenade that makes the 



connection between the docks and the Seaside Park on top – and even further towards the village. I 
hesitate whether to take the elevator or the stairs but I rather climb up there myself – enjoying the 
ascent and the view every step of the way. My first stop is the rooftop of the ateliers, functioning as 
an extension of the public space of the quays. The laughter of children can already be heard when I’m 
halfway up. Here, there is plenty of space with playgrounds, sports fields, shared rooftop gardens, you 
name it. Enjoying the view and the absence of cars – free play ensues. I remember coming here when 
I was younger, walking through the park to get here. The next stairs are somewhat more strenuous 
for my legs, but I make it to the top eventually. A passageway strung up alongside the top level of the 
Community Tower opens up to the community center. It’s one of the remnants of Fagerstrands 
industrial past. The renovated building offers high ceilings, lots of light and an open plan to 
accommodate every event imaginable.  

Further along the footbridge, while hanging above the cliff, I can hear the wind rustling through the 
trees. Seaside Park is beckoning me, and its green canopy immediately transports me to another 
landscape altogether. The park functions as a recreational, green lung for Fagerstrand. The decision 
to never build here anymore, but instead strengthening nature, resulted in a lush green space. The 
remnants of the industrial age – the tanks – stand as giants in the otherwise natural landscape. My 
promenade continues within the park, where one tank functions as a viewpoint towards the sea. 
Other tanks were opened up and left to grow their own intricate biotopes. Alongside the path, I cross 
some meadows in the forest, whose clear-cut circular shape indicate they’re not natural either. 
They’re another vestige from the past, marking the emplacement of tanks that aren’t there anymore. 
Nowadays, these meadows are used for events, such as open-air theatre performances or intimate 
concerts. In addition to that, the existing depots within the park’s ground have also been reconverted 
to shared, public functions – ensuring the park is vibrant every season. 

Our route takes us further, along one of Fagerstrands – somewhat recent – developments next to the 
port. An old parking lot was reconverted into a housing project. The topography of the plot is used as 
a means to collect surface water from the hills higher-up. The entrance of the buildings has a pond 
that acts as a rainwater buffer during heavy rainfall. What once felt as a desolate grey plain, is now 
framed by native tree species – which have grown tremendously since they were planted around 
2030. The elongated ‘double-up’ housing from the project functioned as a model to densify 
Fagerstrand – where living in a duplex on top of each other, also created the space around the units 
to plant trees and give nature some space to grow too.  

I continue my walk across the village I love so much. Here, passageways used solely by pedestrians or 
cyclists are the norm. This small-scale network of soft mobility is draped as a tapestry over the village, 
connecting its most prominent amenities or places of interest. I can daydream while making my way 
to our next destination: Skogheim. I heard that once this crossing was known as dangerous, but you 
wouldn’t tell today. Cars are slowed down on either ends of the junction, effectively showing that 
pedestrians reign over Skogheim. When I arrive, it feels like another meadow in the forest, with trees 
framing the view. I cross the junction. The lanes for cars are split on either side – cutting their fast-
track flow. In the median strip run-off water is stored – utilising the infrastructure to lend Mother 
Nature a little hand. On the other side of Skogheim I see light emanating from one building. It’s 
beckoning me to come closer, like a lantern.  

The smaller façade on the street side was the prelude for the rest of the building: an elongated 
volume, similar to the ones we already saw near the seaside. Here, the frontside of the building 
functions as a gateway into the forest. Underneath the canopy people can park their bikes before 
heading into their homes. When I arrive, a small group of neighbours are chit-chatting away under 
the canopy. In the length of the building, the ground level is taken up by the local warehouse – and on 



top, stacked housing is surrounded by trees on either side. This type of ‘gatehouse’ is known around 
here – always linked to a public function on its ground level. There is one near to the school too, you 
should wander there sometimes. New sporting facilities have found their home there – as well as a 
sports field next door, open to all.  

I feel the forest calling me – let’s continue. Our promenade leads me through a dense forest. Historic 
trees with thick trunks co-habit with newer planted trees from 20 years ago – and the reforestation 
still happens today. The municipality facilitates the process, so everyone is able to participate - which 
really brought the community closer as a whole. Speaking of - I can hear a small gathering of 
neighbours through the woods. The path takes a turn and there it is: our last stop. One of the small 
towers hidden within the forest, where one can really feel connected not only to nature, but to each 
other. A small cabin close by hosts the impromptu neighbourly apéro I heard from afar. Laughter can 
be heard next to bird’s singing. I feel at home here.  

Fagerstrand has always been known as a quaint village amidst nature, and we can still boast that 
same ambition today. Yes, we have grown, but our landscape has been strengthened as well along 
the way. We are proud of that fact and will continue (to grow) as such. 
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